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Abstract
In the presented work, we compared the results of determination of rabies antibodies using three
in vitro methods: rapid fluorescent focus inhibition test (RFFIT), fluorescent antibody virus neutralisation test (FAVNT) and the immunoenzymatic assay (ELISA). 196 dog sera samples were
examined with FAVNT, RFFIT methods and the ELISA test. Sera with low and sufficiently high titre
of antibodies had a similar result in determining by all methods. A critical level of rabies antibodies
close to the required protection level (0.5 IU/cm3) was seen in sera of 18 dogs (9.18%); these were the
sera obtained after primary vaccination of dogs. At this level, even small differences can cause
a change in the assessment of the patient’s serum seronegativity or seropositivity. Therefore, it is
important to choose the appropriate method that has sufficiently strict criteria while having a good
reproducibility.
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Introduction
Prophylactic vaccination is irreplacable and very
important when it comes to the prevention of rabies in
animals and humans. Detection and quantification of
antibodies is used primarily for the control of the
status of humoral immunity of the animal after antirabic vaccination and also for the characterization of
antigens activity in rabies vaccines. Antibodies are the
results of the humoral immune response of the organism to the antigens; it is a process that is driven, and
influenced by many factors: amounts of antigens, way
of application, and the participation of the main

histocompatibility complex (MHC) genes and, especially the status of the animal (Moore and Hanlon
2010).
WHO Expert Committee on Rabies determined
that the level of the antibodies of at least 0.5 IU/cm3
means the adequate protection by vaccine (Smith
1991, Meslin et al. 1996). This value of 0.5 IU antibody titre was first mentioned by the Expert Committee on Rabies in the 8th WHO Report in 1992 and is
recognized throughout the world. For the detection
and quantification of antibodies multiple methodologies have been developed, standardized and recommended by supranational institutions. Performance
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of serological tests aimed at the detection of rabies
antibodies resulted in that many countries free of rabies accepted new measures for quarantine and introduced the terms, which requires rabies vaccination
and subsequent serological testing of animals (Aubert
1992, Fooks et al. 2003, Mansfield et al. 2004). The
European Directive requires the detection of antibodies as evidence of protection, allowing the free movement of pet animals within the European Union,
European countries and also between third countries
not listed in Schedule C of Regulation 998/2003.
For the detection of specific antibodies, two neutralizing tests are being used (RFFIT and FAVN tests),
which are not only time-consuming and costly, but
also require highly skilled technique and specific laboratory equipment (OIE 2004, 2008). RFFIT and
FAVN tests are the current reference methods, which
are recognized and intended by WHO and OIE. In
recent years, several ELISA tests have been developed, which have been used to determine rabies antibodies in sera from vaccinated carnivores in combination
with the neutralization test (Wasniewski and Cliquet
2012).

Materials and Methods
For comparison of rabies antibodies detection
means of individual serological methods we used 173
sera obtained from dogs vaccinated with commercial
rabies vaccines as well as from 23 unvaccinated dogs.
The blood of vaccinated dogs was collected on the 30th
day after vaccination. Sera obtained from vaccinated
and unvaccinated dogs were heated before the testing
(30 minutes at 56oC) and stored at -20oC. The sera
from dogs were tested by three different serological
methods: RFFIT (Smith et al. 1996), FAVNT
(Cliquet et al. 1998) and ELISA test (Suliovh et al.
1997). For statistical evaluation of the results obtained
by three diagnostic methods we used the method of
repeated measures ANOVA (P<0.0001) and Tukey’s
Multiple Comparison Test.

Results
The results of the titration of rabies antibodies in
the serum of dogs obtained by RFFIT; FAVNT and
ELISA tests are shown in Fig. 1. When testing
samples that came from unvaccinated dogs (23 sera)
in six samples we saw low levels of antibodies (0.22
IU/cm3 in RFFIT; 0.11 and 0.17 IU/cm3 FAVN and
0.101, 0.254, 0.356 UE/cm3 in ELISA test); these were
probably due to the persistence of maternal antibodies, i.e. serum came from dogs, whose mothers were

vaccinated closely before mating. In 155 sera
(89.60%) coming from vaccinated dogs required levels
of antibodies were detected, antibody titers were
greater than 0.5 IU/cm3 in RFFIT and FAVN test.
The titer of rabies antibody less than the demanded
value was detected by RFFIT and FAVN tests in 18
sera, which represents 10.40%. The titers of rabies
antibody obtained by ELISA test are in correlation
with the results obtained with RFFIT and FAVN
tests. From 173 sera originating from vaccinated dogs,
titer was higher than 1.0 UE/cm3 in 165 sera (95.38%)
tested sera. In the 9 investigated sera (5.20%) lower
antibody titer than determined protective value 1.0
UE/cm3 was determined. Statistical evaluation of the
results of three diagnostic methods has shown statistically significant difference (P<0.05) between the average values obtained from different methods.

Discussion
Specific antibodies play a central role in the prevention of many infectious diseases. The gold standard for detection of rabies virus neutralizing antibodies is the rapid fluorescent focus inhibition test
(RFFIT). Instead of using neutralization, it is possible
to use a method based on blocking the binding activity
of antibodies to the specific antigen (ELISA), as well
as other available methods. In any infectious disease,
but in particular in rabies, the aspect of choosing the
appropriate diagnostic test for the detection and determination of antibody titer, its validation and interpretation is crucial (Moore and Hanlon 2010).
WHO Expert Committee on Rabies has determined that the level of rabies antibodies of least 0.5
IU/cm3 indicates adequate protection (WHO 2005).
Evidence of the level of 0.5 IU/cm3 antirabies antibodies in serum set in a single test determines whether
the animals entering the country being free of rabies
should be quarantined or not. Ultimately, small variations in the test have a significant economic impact
for animal owners (Briggs et al. 1998).
In some countries, vaccination policy, certification
and detection of rabies antibodies have been introduced to reduce the time dogs and cats would have to
spend in quarantine after transport; it was the rabies-free countries that have tried to review the
lengthy quarantine system (Briggs and Schweitzer
2001).
Detection of rabies antibodies proves that, in dogs
and cats, the probability of survival after the vaccination is high regardless of the used dose and the strain
of the virus. The level of antibodies titer in serum of
animals vaccinated against rabies, reported in the pet
passport, guarantees vaccination and sufficient
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the performances of the RFFIT, FAVN and ELISA test (n = 173, SD: RFFIT 2.988; FAVNT 2.477;
ELISA 3.326; P<0.05)

immunity of the animal during transport between
countries (Aubert 1992).
The first test to detect the virus neutralizing antibodies was in vivo mouse neutralization test (MNT)
(Bourhy and Sureau 1991). Rabies antibody levels in
serum in RFFIT are measured by their ability to inhibit viral replication in a cell culture. Any non-specific factors in the sample that inhibit the growth of
virus can also be measured as neutralizing antibodies
RFFIT. Due to time and technical reasons, but mainly
with respect to ethical principles, RFFIT is more preferable than the MNT method (Smith et al. 1996).
The great advantage of FAVN test in comparison
with the RFFIT is the elimination of errors using
fourfold examination of the same sample as well as
simple subtraction of the result all-or-nothing reading
of the fluorescence (Cliquet et al. 1998).
In determining titre of rabies antibodies, RFFIT
and FAVN tests detected in 155 of examined sera
(89.60%) the required level of antibodies, i.e. antibody titer greater than 0.5 IU/cm3.

The titer of rabies antibodies less than the desired
value was detected by RFFIT and FAVN test in 18
sera, which represents 10.40%. In all cases, it was
serum that originated from the young dogs after primary vaccination. In older dogs the titre determined
was greater than 0.5 IU/cm3; most of the older dogs
were vaccinated more than once against rabies.
Jakel et al. (2008) in their work indicate that young
dogs are at high risk of rabies if having titre lower than
0.5 IU/cm3. This risk can be minimized by using the
second vaccination, or performing duplicate primary
vaccination against rabies within a short interval of 7-10
days, and applying a booster dose one year latter
(Zanoni et al. 2010). The results of detection of rabies
antibodies by FAVN test were comparable with the
results published by Briggs et al. (1998); when the final
assessment prefers FAVNT rather than the evaluation
by RFFIT which is time and labor consuming.
In recent years, multiple ELISA techniques have
been described for quantification of rabies antibodies
(Cliquet et al. 2003). Even though they are quick and
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simple, their disadvantage is that they detect almost
all IgG antibodies that bind to the antigen-coated
plates, and not only the actual anti-rabies neutralizing
antibodies. Unless highly purified anti-rabies antigen
is used, other antibodies can be detected than those to
be quantified giving distorted and incorrect results
(Elmgren and Wandeler 1996). It is also one of the
reasons why the level of antibodies is expressed in
equivalent units (UE) and not in international units
(IU). In order to detect all antibodies and not only the
neutralizing ones, the WHO (1996) recommended
raising the threshold levels of rabies antibodies by
ELISA test at 1.0 UE/cm3.
In our study, rabies antibody titers obtained by
ELISA correlated with the results obtained by the
above mentioned methods. Out of 173 sera originating
from vaccinated dogs the titer was determined to be
greater than 1.0 UE/cm3 in 95.38% of the testested
samples. In nine cases, the serum antibody titer was
detected only a few thousandths lower than the threshold value 1.0 UE/cm3. The levels of rabies antibody
titers by ELISA are also generally higher when compared with the results of other tests (Otachel-Hawranek 2003). Sera derived from unvaccinated dogs were
determined by ELISA as negative. Results of detection
of rabies antibodies obtained by different methods
mentioned above are directly correlated. All investigated sera derived from unvaccinated dogs were
negative, in six sera low levels of antibodies were determined, presumably the persistent maternal antibodies.
In 89.60% of tested sera derived from vaccinated dogs,
the required protection level of antibodies was detected, in 10.40% of sera the antibody titer was lower than
the desired value (0.5 IU/cm3). The results of detection
of rabies antibodies show that all three used in vitro
methods are reliable and time-saving. The advantage of
FAVNT is its greater ability to capture under-immunized animals with some threshold level of rabies antibodies around 0.5 IU/cm3. ELISA method due to
easier implementation and lower time complexity is
suitable for mass screening of large numbers of animals
(Wasniewski and Cliquet 2012).
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